Aluminium Mirror Technology at ESO:
Positive Results Obtained with 1.8-m Test Mirrors
P. DIERICKX and F. ZIGMAIVN, ESO
The aluminturn alternative for tfie
manufmring of astronomical minor
blanks developed inftldly around the
rJrr project. A s e r i ~of tests on 500mm sarnplm [I]led to the mnclusion
that a 4-metre-class aluminium mirror
was feasible p], with a simlC level of
quality as a glass mirror. This optlon was
seriously considered for the MT active
primary mimr but finally canceled bew s e of schedule problems. In addition
to being much less expensive than
glass, aluminium also presents advantages M such as r e d u d fragility, easy
machlnlng, possible repalr and excellent
thermal conductivity. The latter almost
eliminates the risk of thermal gradients
(in rmrmal operatton) and would Improve
the Mciency of thermal control (mirror
seeing). The main profitern is that few
data on long-term stability exist. Since
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1968, Merate Obsenratory runs a 1-4-rn
tetescope wlth an aluminium primmy.

Measurements carried out by ESO in
1982 showed a total aberration of less
than 1 fringe, well within the spathl frequency range oi an active support.
Developmnt continued within the
framewwk of the VLT programme [4].
Since the technology setected for the
NTT (casting) does not seem extrapolable above four metres, di-nt
manufacturing processes had to be investigated. Initial tests on 500-mm samples Ied to the selection of two promisIng techniques: build-up (BU) wdding
and electron-beam (EB) weldlng. It was
consequently decided to pursue investigations on intermediate-sized blanks of
1-8 m diameter.
Two blanks were purchased, one
from Linde (Germany, build-up welding)
and one from Telas (France, electronbeam wddlng). The principles of both
technologies are shown in Figures 1 and
2. Build-up wdding consists in building
up the complete aluminium piem by
continuous deposition of a weldlng
seam. After sdectlm of the proper alloy
and optimizationof the welding parameters, excellent homogeneity of the crystalline structure and extremely tow
porosity could ba achieved. Although
this technique Is well known with steel
and applied to pleoes in the 10-m dimensIon range (pressure vessels), it was
surprisingly lass known by most
aluminium manufacturers. A picture of a
SIX)-mm build-up alumlnjum mimr
blank Is shown In Figure 3. Electronbeam wddlng is a well-mastered welding technique which consists of fusing
pre-asswnbled pieces by means of an
electron gun of sufficient power. The
technique is well mastered In industry
and the demand for scaling t
h technology up to large diameters already exists
(naval constructton). The pieces to be
assmbted can be cast, forged or rolled.
An appreciable advantage of EB weiding is that no extra material is introduced
which reduces the riak of inhomogensity. For the manufacturing of an astronomical mirror the most Interesting
process is to weld forged segments,
since forged aluminium pishow excellent homogeneity and wry low
porosity. A picture of the 1.&metre EB
welded mimr blank shwtly after welding of a radial joint Is shown In Figure 4.
At problems encountered at lhe blank
manufacturing stage could be ~fficlmtly

Figure 3: Build-up welded elumkrlm bknk of
500 mm.

solved, and no limitation could be found
In a possible extrapotation to 8 metres
Independently of the ESO activity, experiments in the &metre range are
carried out in the framework of the Eureka-funded LAMA project (Large Active
Mirrors for Astronomy, INNSWECNOL,
M y , with REOSG/ONERA, France,
under TELAS management). Two 4metre-long segments which wlH repre-

Figure 4 1.8-m aluminium b16vrk shwtly afrer
wetding of a segment.
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After acceptance of the mirrors, thelr
stability towards ageing was c k k e d .

BUILD-UP ALUMINIUM MIRROR
Overall surface error

Thermal cycles foltowed by interferome
trlc tests at m t r e of curvature were
ordered from Reasc. One cycle conBefore cycling K O )
Rftcr c y c l i n g (C32)
U i f f w c n c t (C32-CO)
sisted In varying the temperature from
ambient temperature down to -20 degrees centigrade, then up to 40 degrees
and ba& at ambient temperature, within
about 24 hours. Both mirrors underwent
32 cycles, with htermedlate checks after 4, 8, and 16 cycles.
The final results are summarized in
Figures
5 and 6, which show the surlace
High order only
maps before and after 32 cycles. Surh f w e cycling (Cur
nfter cqcl lng (C32)
Dl Efs~+ence( C 3 - C U )
face errors w e measured interferome
P-V- 54 rln
P-V= 140 im
P-V= 130 na
trically at centre of curvature witfi a
sampling of about 8000 points on the
mirror (100 points across a diameter).
The sutface maps presentd in Figures 5 and 6 result from the averaging of
50 interfwogms each; the standard
deviation is about 1 nanometre on the
RMS su*ce error. Even on knife-edge
Images,
no Rne structure llnked to the
b u r e 5: atface maps of the BU WIM r n i m befare and a m t h e m cycles.
welding s m s could be detected.
The most important flgures are the
variations of the surface m
r
s rather
Sent 2/16 of an 8-metre mirror blank will high expansion coefficient of the sub- than thelr absolute values, and above all
strates did not cause slgnlficant prob- the variation of high order effects, debe EB welded.
After manufacturing, the I.S-metre terns, neither dld the bimetallic effect fined as surfam errors after the 3rd and
5th order optical aberrations have been
blanks received thermal treatments between the aluminium and the nickel.
In potishing nickel coated aluminium mathematically remwed. While variawhich included annealingand cryo~enic
Stabilkation.After machining, the blanks mlrrors, the danger is not with the tions of the surface error function are
Were 1.8 metra in diameter, 300 mm adherence of the nickel layer but with observed, the global optical quallly rethick, with a flat back and a W1.67 the risk of breaking through the nickel mains stable. The variation of the surr
s (aisymmdrical for the Telas
spherical conave surface (within an coating, whlch required that the thick- face m
=curacy already in the micron range, ness of the coating be monitored. This mirror, astigmatic for the Linde) are less
thanks to computer-controlled ma- risk emphasires the r q u l m n t s on than one fringe and would be fully comaccurate machining prior to coating, pensated by a slmpllfied active support.
chining).
Both blanks were shipped to Reosc and on the uniformity of the nickel layer. They were detected after the first Inter(France) for optical figuring. Rough
gtinding was followed by nickel coating,
subcontracted by Reosc to Tecnol (haly). Nlckal coatlng consisted In the deposition of a nickel layer by a chemical
ELECTRON-BEAM WELDED ALUMlNllUM MIRROR
process. The thickness of the layer is in
the range of 0.f mm. A nickel d n g is
Overall surFace error
Difference (~32-00>~"'
required because aluminium Is not dlRFtw cyc"-- 1 4 2 )
tectly polishable, at least within the
P-Y= 125 nrr
same level of cosmetic quality as glass
7622 m
or ni&d. After nickel coating the mirrors
were fine ground and polished spherical, with a radius of curvature of 6 metre
(fA.67). Because of the innovdive aspect of the expriment, €SO mquired
. that emphasis be put on the accuracy of
surface measurements instead of the
High or4
accuracy of the optical surface itself.
ri c
However, both mlmrs were polished
Welt within specifications and according
to Reosc, there would be no problem in
achieving the same standards of quatky
as with glass. For what concerned
bubbles and incluslons, both aluminium
blanks were comparable to glass
blanks. After pdishlng the effect of
these bubbles and Inclusions on the opMcal surface was totatly negllglbte. The Figure 6: Surfwe meps of the EB welded mirror befom and afterthemral cych.
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